
January, 2011. 

Some thoughts, as we begin a new calendar year.... 

A reminder: my market thoughts are exactly that..."thoughts". 

If graphs and statistics are your thing, then the Real Estate Boards provide same. 

Something to remember: in the Southern Gulf Islands, the various real estate boards 
(Vancouver, Victoria, and Vancouver Island are the 3 in our region) describe the entire 
Gulf Islands area as "grey territory". 

This means that realtors who work in the islands, under various companies, are a member 
of a specific Board...in a "grey territory" the Board affiliation can be chosen by the 
company in that "fringe" area. What does this mean? 

Well, the "private client service", for example, is Board sensitive -- that means the listing 
alerts received by a consumer, who has agreed to receive same from a particular realtor, 
will only be alerts for listings in the Board area of that realtor. 

If the realtor works for a company on the Victoria Board, say, then the consumer only 
gets "alerts" for Victoria Board listings. Vancouver Board and Vancouver Island Board 
listings will not show, thus. Such a service then, whether offering listings or "solds" 
information, is only partial information/is Board specific. 

In the past, perhaps there used to be one overall repository of knowledge, but those days 
are gone forever, in our post-internet world. 

Now, there is choice in information...no one place has a monopoly on information on 
listings or on "solds to date". 

As a part of this post-internet era, the mls system in Canada must now offer a broader 
spread of services to a consumer, after several years of discussion with the Competition 
Bureau in Canada (more info? Call me!). 

The consumer must check several sources now, to get the "full picture". There is no "one 
stop shop". This applies to both listings information and to "solds" statistics. 

Just know this, then, when a realtor is stating the "solds for the year"...they mean the 
"solds" on their particular Board affiliation, which is their source of that information. 

So...no longer just one dedicated place for full information. 

Also, no one checking on personal realtor websites...thus, information on these may not 
be current. 



Just be aware, that's all. 

So...here we sit, at the beginning of a New Year. 

There has been a sudden, though late in the season, difference in our secondary 
home/discretionary resort-based area, and it seems to date back to the first week in 
October, 2010. 

An uptick in interest in residential properties, in all price ranges, appeared at that time. 

Throughout 2009, and most of 2010, the sales pattern was only seen in entry level 
residential options. 

A very few higher end properties sold, but such sales appeared to be "one offs", isolated 
cases, and thus no market trend was in evidence. 

Commercial and undeveloped (raw land) offerings were not of interest, either, to the still 
reluctant buyers. 

After an increase in pricing of close to 60 percent, between 2002 and 2005, we saw a 
plateau period develop in 2006 and 2007. 

This "flat" time was followed by the economic meltdowns of Fall, 2008. Appraisers feel 
that prices have now reduced by 20 to 30 percent, depending on the type of property 
involved, from 2007 levels. 

Fear makes people "stop", and this expressed itself in all secondary home markets and 
globally so. (Although real estate is regional in one sense, the market trends are now 
global...another outcome of the post-internet era, perhaps?). 

In uncertain times, no one has to buy a second or retirement home...such discretionary 
purchases can be put "on hold". This is what happened on the Gulf Islands, and in all 
similar secondary home venues. 

When price reductions of a substantial nature were tried, in an effort to jumpstart activity, 
it very rarely resulted in either increased viewings or in sales. When a buyer sits back and 
says: "I don't know...I'll think about it", they mean it. In such a downtime, it's rare that 
pricing will create a desire to buy. 

Fear can also propel activity, though, and the sales at the moment seem to be happening, 
for the most part, without a financing subject condition...is this a "get out of cash" 
movement, then? 

Fear of currency instability, coupled with a concern that inflation will be the inevitable 
outcome of the massive bailouts at government levels, globally, may be pushing people 



out of cash heavy investment options and back into "real" hard assets. If so, it will be a 
desire to preserve capital that is propelling this activity. 

No one has a crystal ball. 

It is true, though, that no market remains static. Real estate is a market driven item. It has 
been "flat" and "depressed" since very early in 2006. That's five years of sluggish 
conditions. One theory is that markets have seven year cycles. 

Indicators seem to be pointing, even in the U.S., to an acceptance that the housing market 
has bottomed. That implies that a slow shifting to an uptick trend may be occurring now. 

Inventory often shrinks in the off season...sellers take properties off market in poor 
weather months. What if they are also removing product from the market, though, in 
recognition of a shift back to hard asset investment? 

January is a time when first indicators of a coming year's trend slowly begin to take 
shape. By mid-March, that trend is usually much clearer. 

It's good to attend investment seminars, just to hear "prevailing wisdom". Be listening, 
and remember to practice "peripheral vision". Media like us to be locked into tunnel 
vision, focusing on data. Back up a little, catch a wider field of vision...there, on the 
edges, shimmering, is the creative impulse that delivers solutions. Up to us to be attentive 
to the unexpected! 

Since early October, 2010, then, our local Gulf Islands market has been showing strength 
in all price ranges, in residential offerings. 

I think we are getting close to the moment when a buyer will consider buying land and 
then building a home. As quality residential options sell off, well priced undeveloped 
land will suddenly appeal, and building will once again be a viable choice. 

Short term, then, we have continuing low interest rates, good inventory, motivated 
sellers, and the Gulf Islands / Salt Spring Island remain very alluring opportunities, over 
time, for both enjoyment and investment. 

How may I help you to achieve your special Island dream? I look forward to your call! 

liread33@gmail.com 
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